
Fill in the blanks with words from the word box.

1) Basic needs are essential for our .

4) Goods and services that give satisfaction are termed as .

7) Limited resources and unlimited wants give rise to .

5) are things required for a safe, stable and healthy life.

6) We need to protect us from heat and cold.

8) We need to ful!ll most of our needs and wants.

9) Air, water, friendship are needs.

10) Food, clothing and shelter are the or basic human needs.

3) We need to protect our bodies.

unlimited

clothes

needs

money

shelter

survival

wants

scarcity

noneconomic

primary

2) Human wants are said to be .
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Fill in the blanks with words from the word box.

1) Basic needs are essential for our .survival

4) Goods and services that give satisfaction are termed as .wants

7) Limited resources and unlimited wants give rise to .scarcity

5) are things required for a safe, stable and healthy life.Needs

6) We need to protect us from heat and cold.shelter

8) We need to ful!ll most of our needs and wants.money

9) Air, water, friendship are needs.noneconomic

10) Food, clothing and shelter are the or basic human needs.primary

3) We need to protect our bodies.clothes

unlimited

clothes

needs

money

shelter

survival

wants

scarcity

noneconomic

primary

2) Human wants are said to be .unlimited
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